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Abstract
We provide an e2ective and e3cient algorithm to decide, given two polynomials in p; q ∈
C[x; y], whether there is an automorphism of C[x; y] taking p to q, and to 7nd this automorphism
if it exists. For p(x; y)= x an algorithm is implicit in the proofs of the Abhyankar–Moh=Suzuki
embedding theorem, and a di2erent and interesting explicit algorithm was given in 1997 by
Shpilrain and Yu (J. Alg. 197 (2) (1997) 546–558). Other special cases are done in a preprint
of Shpilrain and Yu (to appear in J. Alg.). c© 2001 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved.
MSC: Primary 14E09 14E35; secondary 12D10; 12Y05; 13B25
1. Introduction
Let p; q : C2→C be two polynomials. Then p and q are equivalent if there exists
f ∈ AutC[x; y], the group of all C-algebra automorphisms of C2, such that p ◦f= q.
One of the interesting and open questions about polynomials in two variables over
C2 is to 7nd an algorithm to decide whether or not two polynomials are equiva-
lent. A number of algorithms have been developed for special cases. For example the
Abhyankar–Moh–Suzuki embedding theorem was proved by the development of such
an algorithm [1,10]. Shpilrain and Yu have proved algorithms for the cases where one
of the polynomials is x and the other a part of a basis for C[x; y] [9] and where both
polynomials are of the form Axr + Bys +
∑
s+r≤rs bx
y [8]. In this paper we will
prove a general algorithm. While the proof is done for polynomials over the complex
numbers, the method applies to any algebraically closed 7eld.
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Jung [4] showed that the group AutC[x; y] is generated by the “elementary” auto-
morphisms
(x; y) → (x + yk ; y)
and
(x; y) → (y; x):
Dicks [3] has a nice history of this result and its generalisation to 7elds of arbitrary
characteristic.
The following question was posed in [8]:
Can we always 7nd a chain of “basic” automorphisms, f1; f2; : : : ; fn : C2 → C2
between two equivalent polynomials p0 and pn so that pj=p0 ◦f1 ◦ · · · ◦fj does
not have higher degree than p0 or pn for all 1≤ j¡n?
In Section 2 we show that the answer to this question is in the a3rmative and more-
over that any minimal length chain of basic automorphisms satis7es the given degree
condition. It is interesting to note that the chains of automorphisms found for special
cases mentioned above all satisfy the degree condition.
For the purposes of this paper we use the following list of automorphisms as basic
automorphisms. It is easy to see that the automorphisms described by Jung are the
building blocks for these.
1. Linear: Linear automorphisms
(x; y) → (ax + by; cx + dy)
or alternatively(
x
y
)
→
(
a b
c d
)(
x
y
)
:
2. Simple type I:
(x; y) → (x + g(y); y):
3. Simple type II:
(x; y) → (x; y + g(x)):
4. Translations:
(x; y) → (x + a; y + b):
For linear automorphisms we use the following terminology:
b= c = 0: diagonal automorphism,
a= d= 0: 7ip automorphism.
For simple automorphisms we use the following terminology:
deg g¿1: non-a8ne automorphism,
deg g= 1: a8ne automorphism,
deg g= 0: translation.
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Note that the groups of simple and linear automorphisms and the groups of simple
automorphisms and translations are not disjoint.
In Section 3 we discuss the algorithm for showing that two polynomials are equiv-
alent. An example is included to illustrate the process.
2. A chain of automorphisms
Assume we have a chain of basic automorphisms between two equivalent polynomi-
als. Then we can make the following moves in the chain of automorphisms, the end
result still being a chain of basic automorphisms:
M1: If fi and fi+1 are both linear automorphisms, replace them by h = fi ◦ fi+1,
which is another linear automorphism.
M2: If fi and fi+1 are both simple type I automorphisms, replace them by h=fi◦fi+1,
which is another simple type I automorphism.
M3: If fi and fi+1 are both simple type II automorphisms, replace them by h=fi◦fi+1,
which is another simple type II automorphism.
M4: If fi and fi+1 are both translations, replace them by h = fi ◦ fi+1, which is
another translation.
M5.1: Break up linear automorphisms of the form
(
x
y
)
→
(
a b
c d
)(
x
y
)
with one of a; b; c; d being zero, into diagonal, a3ne simple type I and II and
Nip automorphisms as follows:
(
0 b
c d
)
=
(
0 b
c 0
)(
1 d=c
0 1
)
;
(
a 0
c d
)
=
(
a 0
0 d
)(
1 0
c=d 1
)
;
(
a b
0 d
)
=
(
a 0
0 d
)(
1 b=a
0 1
)
;
(
a b
c 0
)
=
(
0 b
c 0
)(
1 0
a=b 1
)
;
M5.2: Break up a3ne simple automorphisms into linear automorphisms and translations
as follows:
Replace
(x; y) → (x + ay + b; y)
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by
(x; y) → (x + ay; y) → (x + ay + b; y):
Replace
f : (x; y) → (x; y + ax + b)
by
(x; y) → (x; y + ax) → (x; y + ax + b):
M6.1: Move translations forward until they are at the start of the chain. E.g. for linear
automorphisms replace
(x; y)
fi+1→(x + s; y + t) fi→(a(x + s) + b(y + t); c(x + s) + d(y + t))
by
(x; y)
f′i+1→(ax + by; cx + dy) f
′
i→((ax + by) + as+ bt; (cx + dy) + cs+ dt):
For Type I automorphisms replace
(x; y) → (x + s; y + t) → (x + s+ g(y + t); y + t)
by
(x; y) → (x + h(y); y) → (x + h(y) + s; y + t);
where h(y) = g(y + t).
M6.2: Move diagonal automorphisms forward until they are either at the start of the
chain or absorbed by linear automorphisms. E.g. Replace
(x; y) → (ax; dy) → (ax + g(dy); dy)
by
(x; y) → (x + h(y); y) → (a(x + h(y)); dy);
where h(y) = g(dy)=a.
M6.3: Move Nip automorphisms forward until they are either at the start of the chain
or absorbed by linear automorphisms. E.g. Replace
(x; y) → (by; cx) → (by + g(cx); cx)
by
(x; y) → (x; y + h(x)) → (b(y + h(x)); cx);
where h(x) = g(cx)=b.
M6.4: Reorder and combine the translations, Nips and diagonal automorphisms occur-
ring at the start so that there is at most one translation, one Nip and one diagonal
map.
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Theorem 2.1 (Main Theorem). Let p0; p1; : : : ; pn : C2 → C be a chain of equivalent
polynomials linked by basic automorphisms f1; : : : ; fn : C2 → C2 with pj =pj−1 ◦fj;
such that none of the moves M1 to M6 can be done. Then
degpj≤max{degp0; degpn}
for all 1≤j¡n.
In order to prove this theorem we need to do some preliminary work.
Let p : C2 → C be a polynomial map with
p(x; y) =
∑
;
axy
and let
Pp = {(; ): a 	= 0} ∪ {(0; 0)}:
Then the Newton polygon of p is the boundary of the convex hull of Pp.
The upper Newton polygon of p is the union of those line segments in the Newton
polygon of p which are not vertical or horizontal line segments with (0; 0) as an end
point unless such a line segment is the only line segment in the Newton polygon. In
this case the upper Newton polygon is the horizontal or vertical line segment. If Pp
consists only of point (0; 0), then this point is the upper Newton polygon. The Newton
polygons and upper Newton polygons for p and p+ constant are the same.
For each term axy of p(x; y) we de7ne the (u; v)-weighted degree of axy
to be the number u+ v.
Throughout the argument we ignore the case where Pp is the point (0; 0) as this
corresponds to the polynomials p= constant which are equivalent only to themselves.
In Lemmas 2:2–2:6 we let p; q : C2 → C be polynomial maps and let f : C2 → C2
be a polynomial automorphism so that
p ◦ f = q:
Lemma 2.2. (i) If deg q¡degp=N and f is a non-a8ne simple type I automorphism
(degf= k¿1); then the upper Newton polygon of p has a line segment of slope −k.
(ii) If deg q=degp=N and f is a non-a8ne simple type I automorphism (degf=
k¿1); then either p(x; y) includes a term yN or the upper Newton polygon of p has
a line segment of slope −k.
(iii) If deg q¡degp and f is a non-a8ne simple type II automorphism (degf =
k¿1); then the upper Newton polygon of p has a line segment of slope −1=k.
(iv) If deg q= degp and f is a non-a8ne simple type II automorphism (degf =
k¿1); then either p(x; y) includes a term xN or the upper Newton polygon of p has
a line segment of slope −1=k.
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Proof. We prove (i) and (ii); (iii) and (iv) follow by symmetry. Assume that the
upper Newton polygon of p does not have a line segment of slope −k.
Let d be the maximum of the (k; 1)-weighted degrees of the terms of p(x; y), that
is,
d= max
a =0
{k+ }:
Then
p(x; y) =
∑
k+=d
axy +
∑
k+¡d
axy
and
∑
k+=d ax
y corresponds to the points in the upper Newton polygon lying
on the line k +  = d. As the Newton polygon has no line segment of slope −k,∑
k+=d ax
y must consist of just one point, axmyd−km, say.
Now
f(x; y) = (x + g1(y) + byk ; y)
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with deg g1¡k for some k¿1 so that
q(x; y) =p ◦ f(x; y)
= a(x + g1(y) + byk)myd−km +
∑
k+¡d
a(x + g1(y) + byk)y
= a(x + byk)myd−km +
∑
k+¡d
bxy:
Thus Pq includes all points on the line segment of the Newton polygon in Z2+ (where
Z+ denotes the non-negative integers) satisfying k+  = d and ≥d− km.
As Pp is convex d≥N and
deg q= km+ d− km= d≥degp= N:
Hence we cannot have deg q¡degp and (i) follows.
If
deg q= degp= N
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then d= N . Now
p(x; y) = axmyd−km +
∑
k+¡d
axy
has one term satisfying + = N = d and this must be axmyd−km so that m= 0. Part
(ii) follows.
Scholium 2.3. If degp = N and Pp includes the point (N; 0) then applying any
non-a8ne simple type I automorphism will increase the degree; if Pp includes the
point (0; N ) then applying any non-a8ne simple type II automorphism will increase
the degree.
Scholium 2.4. (i) If f is a non-a8ne type I simple automorphism; degf= k¿1 and
degp = deg q = N; and there is no line segment of slope −k in the upper Newton
polygon of p; then p can be expressed as
p(x; y) = yN +
∑
+k¡N
dxy:
(ii) If f is a non-a8ne type II simple automorphism; degf = k¿1 and degp =
deg q = N; and there is no line segment of slope −1=k in the upper Newton polygon
of p; then p can be expressed as
p(x; y) = xN +
∑
k+¡N
dxy:
Lemma 2.5. (i) Assume f is a non-a8ne simple type I automorphism; degf= k¿1.
Let Pp(slopes¡ − k) be that part of Pp which is in the upper Newton polygon of
p which consists of line segments of slope less than −k. Then Pq(slopes¡ − k) =
Pp(slopes¡− k). Moreover; the terms in q which correspond to Pq(slopes¡− k) are
the same as the terms in p which correspond to Pp(slopes¡− k)
(ii) Assume f is a non-a8ne simple type II automorphism; degf = k¿1. Let
Pp(slopes¿ − 1=k) be that part of Pp which is in the upper Newton polygon of p
which consists of negatively sloped line segments of slope greater than −1=k. Then
Pq(slopes¿−1=k)=Pp(slopes¿−1=k). Moreover; the terms in q which correspond to
Pq(slopes¿−1=k) are the same as the terms in p which correspond to Pp(slopes¿−
1=k)
Proof. The proof is left to the reader.
Lemma 2.6. (i) If p; q : C2 → C with deg q≤degp= N and f = (f1; f2) : C2 → C2
is a non-a8ne simple type I automorphism such that q = p ◦ f and degf1 = k¿1
then either the upper Newton polygon of p includes the point (0; N ) or has a line
segment of slope −k with leftmost point (m; n) satisfying
m¡N=2:
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(ii) If p; q : C2 → C with deg q≤degp = N and f = (f1; f2) : C2 → C2 is a
non-a8ne simple type II automorphism such that q= p ◦ f and degf2 = k¿1 then
either the upper Newton polygon of p includes the point (N; 0) or has a line segment
of slope −1=k with rightmost point (m; n) satisfying
n¡N=2:
Proof. We prove (i) with (ii) following by symmetry.
Assume that deg q≤degp and there is no point (0; N ) in the upper Newton polygon.
Then, from Lemma 2.2, there is a line segment of slope −k in the upper Newton
polygon of p. Assume this has leftmost point (m; n) satisfying m≥N=2.
Let d be the maximum (k; 1)-weighted degree of the terms of p(x; y),
d= max
a =0
{k+ }:
Then
p(x; y) = axmyn−kl
∏
j
(x + bjyk)lj +
∑
k+¡d
axy;
where
∑
j lj=l and n+km=d. Apply f : (x; y) → (x+g1(y)+byk ; y) where deg g1¡k.
q(x; y) =p ◦ f(x; y)
= a(x + g1(y) + byk)myn−kl
∏
j
((x + g1(y) + byk) + bjyk)lj
+
∑
k+¡d
a(x + g1(y) + byk)y
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= (x + byk)myn−kl
∏
j
(x + (b+ bj)yk)lj
+
∑
k+¡d
c(x + g1(y) + byk)y:
The term
a(x + byk)myn−kl
∏
j
(x + (b+ bj)yk)lj
corresponds to the points lying on the line segment satisfying k+ = d in the upper
Newton polygon for q.
If b+ bj 	= 0 for all j the highest degree term in this line segment is
bykmyn−kl
∏
j
(b+ bj)yklj
and
km+ n− kl+
∑
j
klj = km+ n= d≥N:
Then d= N as deg q≤degp by assumption. The convexity of the Newton polygon of
p means that the term in p(x; y) of highest degree must be ayN and any line segment
of slope −k must have (0; N ) as its leftmost point. This contradicts our assumptions.
If b+ bj = 0 for some j = i, say, the highest degree term in the line segment is
bxliykmyn−kl
∏
j =i
(b+ bj)yklj
and
li + km+ (n− kl) +
∑
j
klj − kli = li + km+ n− kli
≥ li + 2N=2 + n− kli
≥ li + N
¿N
as m≥N=2 and n≥kli¿0. This contradicts deg q≤degp.
Proof of Main Theorem. We 7rst note that the chain of basic automorphisms has
been rearranged so that translation, diagonal and Nip automorphisms occur at the start;
applying these automorphisms results in polynomials of the same degree as p0. Also
we cannot have two automorphisms of the same type in a row.
Assume that the theorem is not true and that we have a case where one or more
polynomials pj 	= p0; pn are of maximal degree
N¿max{degp0; degpn}:
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Let
p= pi where i =max{j: degpj = N}:
Let q= pi+1; r = pi−1 and s= pi−2. Let f = fi+1; h= f−1i and h1 = f
−1
i−1.
s
fi−1−−→←−−
h1
r
fi−−→←−−
h
p
f=fi−1−−−→ q:
We note that h = f−1i is the same type of automorphism as fi and h1 = f
−1
i−1 is the
same type of automorphism as fi−1.
Now deg q¡degp so f must be either a non-a3ne simple type I automorphism
(x; y) → (x + g(y); y)
or a non-a3ne simple type II automorphism
(x; y) → (x; y + g(x))
as deg q¡degp. (Other automorphisms do not change the degree of a polynomial.)
Without loss of generality, we assume f is a non-a3ne simple type I automorphism
with
(x; y) → (x + g1(y) + byk ; y)
with deg g1¡k for some k¿1. From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 we know that there is a line
segment in the upper Newton polygon of slope −k with leftmost point (m; n) such that
m¡N=2.
As degp=N there is a point (m2; n2) in the upper Newton polygon with n2=N−m2.
If there is a line segment in the upper Newton polygon of slope −1=t, for some 2≤
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t ∈ N and rightmost point (m1; n1) then, as Pp is convex,
m1≤m2≤m¡N=2 and n1¿n2 = N − m2¿N=2¿n:
Therefore, there cannot be a line segment in the upper Newton polygon of slope
−1=t with rightmost point (m1; n1) with n1¡N=2. Nor can there be a point (N; 0) in
the upper Newton polygon. From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6, h cannot be a non-a3ne simple
type II automorphism. It follows that deg r = N¿degp0 and deg s≤N . Thus h must
be a linear automorphism. Translation, diagonal and Nip automorphisms occur at the
start of the chain and result in polynomials of the same degree as p0 so that neither
h nor h1 can be one of these automorphisms. In addition f is a type I simple auto-
morphism so that h cannot be an a3ne type I simple automorphism. Thus h is such
that
(x; y) → (ax + by; cx + dy);
a; b; c; d 	= 0 or a=c=1; d 	= 0: Then h1 cannot be linear and must be either non-a3ne
simple type I or II.
We express p in the form
p(x; y) = xm2yN−m2−l
∏
i
(aix + biy)li +
∑
+¡N
cxy;
where
∑
i li = l. Because Pp is convex
m2 + l≤m¡N=2:
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Apply h.
r(x; y) = (ax + by)m2 (cx + dy)N−m2−l
∏
i
(ai(ax + by) + bi(cx + dy))li
+
∑
+¡N
c(ax + by)(ax + by)
= (ax + by)m2 (cx + dy)N−m2−l
∏
i
((aia+ bic)x + (aib+ bid)y)li
+
∑
+¡N
dxy:
The terms in r(x; y),
(ax + by)m2 (cx + dy)N−m2−l
∏
i
((aia+ bic)x + (aib+ bid)y)li ;
correspond to a line segment of slope −1 in the upper Newton polygon of r.
If aia+bic 	= 0 for all i then the rightmost point in this line segment is (N; 0). From
Scholium 2:3, if h1 were to be a non-a3ne simple type I automorphism, deg s¿N
which is a contradiction.
If lj 	= 0 and aja + bjc = 0 for some j, the rightmost point of the line segment of
slope −1 in the upper Newton polygon is (N − lj; lj) for some j. But m2 + l¡N=2
so lj¡N=2. Thus N − lj¿N=2. Hence the leftmost point of any line segment of slope
−t, t¿1, is to the right of N=2. If h1 a non-a3ne simple type I automorphism,
(x; y) → (x + g2(y); y); deg g2 = t¿1
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and there is any line segment of slope −t; t¿1, in the upper Newton polygon then
deg s¿N by Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 which is a contradiction. If there is no such line
segment then by Scholium 2:4, we can express r in the form
r(x; y) = d#yN +
∑
+t¡N
dxy
with d# 	= 0. But then we cannot have a line segment of −1 in the upper Newton
polygon of r which is a contradiction.
Thus h1 is not a non-a3ne type I simple automorphism.
If aib+ bid 	= 0 for all i then the leftmost point in the line segment of slope −1 is
(0; N ). From Scholium 2:3, if h1 were to be a non-a3ne simple type II automorphism,
deg s¿N which is a contradiction.
If lj 	= 0 and ajb+bjd=0 for some j the leftmost point of the line segment of slope
−1 in the upper Newton polygon is (lj; N − lj) for b=0 or (lj +m2; N − lj −m2) for
b 	= 0. But N − lj≥N − lj −m2¿N=2. Hence, the rightmost point of any line segment
of slope −1=t, t¿1, is to the left of N=2. From Lemmas 2.2 and 2.6 deg s¿N which
is a contradiction. If deg h1 = t¿1 and there is no line segment of slope −1=t then by
Scholium 2:4, we can express r as
r(x; y) = d#xN +
∑
t+¡N
dxy
for all t¿1. But then we do not have a line segment of −1 in the upper Newton
polygon of r which is a contradiction.
Thus h1 is not a non-a3ne type II simple automorphism.
Scholium 2.7. (i) If a non-a8ne simple automorphism; fi; in the chain reduces the
degree of the polynomial so that degpi−1¿pi; then all preceding non-a8ne simple
automorphisms also reduce the degree of the polynomial.
(ii) If a non-a8ne simple automorphism; fj; in the chain increases the degree of the
polynomial so that degpj−1¡pj; then all succeeding non-a8ne simple automorphisms
also increase the degree of the polynomial.
This leads us to the following result:
Theorem 2.8. Let p0; p1; : : : ; pn :C2 → C be polynomials linked by the basic au-
tomorphisms f1; f2; : : : ; fn :C2 → C2 where pi = pi−1 ◦ fi; i = 1; 2; 3; : : : ; n; such
that none of the moves M1–M6 can be done. At most one of the non-a8ne sim-
ple automorphisms; fj; in the chain leaves the degree of the polynomial unchanged
so that degpj−1 = pj.
Proof. Assume that fj is a non-a3ne simple automorphism with degpj−1=degpj=N .
Without loss of generality, we assume that fj and hence f−1j , is type I with f
−1
j such
that
(x; y) → (x + g(y); y); deg g= k:
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Then from Lemma 2.2 we know that the upper Newton polygon of pj either includes
the point (0; N ) or has a line segment of slope −k. In the case where there is a line
of slope −k, the same argument used in the proof of the Main Theorem shows that
the next non-a3ne automorphism leads to an increase in degree.
If there is no line segment of slope −k, the point (0; N ) is included in the upper
Newton polygon of pj. From Scholium 2:4
pj(x; y) = yN +
∑
k+¡N
axy:
From Scholium 2:3, if fj+1 is a non-a3ne type II simple automorphism then degpj+1
¿N . Thus fj+1 is a linear, but not type I simple, automorphism and must be of the
form
(x; y) → (ax + by; cx + dy)
with a; c; d 	= 0. Then the upper Newton polygon of pj+1 will consist of a single line
segment of slope −1 which includes the points (0; N ) and (N; 0). As fj+1 is linear, fj+2
must be a non-a3ne simple automorphism. But from Scholium 2:3, degpj+2 would be
greater than N .
As a consequence of Scholium 2:7 and Theorem 2.8, we know that there is a 7nite
number of basic automorphisms in the chain. If degp=n and deg q=m the maximum
number of automorphisms in the chain is 3 + 2(n− 1) + 3+ 2(m− 1) = 2(m+ n) + 2.
We need one more lemma in order to describe the algorithm.
Lemma 2.9. Let p; q :C2 → C be polynomials and f :C2 → C2 be a polynomial
automorphism such that
p ◦ f = q
with deg q≤degp.
(i) Let f be a non-a8ne simple automorphisms such that
(x; y) → (x + g1(y) + ayk ; y);
with deg g1¡k and k≥2 and assume there is a line segment in the upper Newton
polygon of slope −k. Let pls(x; y) denote the terms in p(x; y) which correspond to
this line segment. Then the automorphism h :C2 → C2 such that
(x; y) → (x + ayk ; y)
satis;es
degpls ◦ h≤degp:
(ii) Let f be such that
(x; y) → (x; y + g1(x) + axk)
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with deg g1¡k and k≥2 and assume there is a line segment in the upper Newton
polygon of slope −1=k. Let pls(x; y) denote the terms in p(x; y) which correspond to
this line segment. Then the automorphism h :C2 → C2 such that
(x; y) → (x + ayk ; y)
satis;es
degpls ◦ h≤degp:
Proof. We prove (i); (ii) follows by symmetry. f = h ◦ f1 where f1 :C2 → C2 is
such that
(x; y) → (x + g1(y); y):
Now deg g1¡k so q and p ◦ h have identical line segments of slope −k in their upper
Newton polygons and the terms corresponding to these line segments in q and p ◦ h
are identical (Lemma 2.5). Thus
degp≥deg q≥degpls ◦ h:
3. The algorithm
The results in Section 2 lead us to an algorithm for determining whether or not
two polynomials are equivalent. This algorithm involves some trial and error, but the
number of steps are 7nite. In Section 3.1 we list the main steps in the algorithm and
give some indication as to how one achieves each step. While this algorithm does give
the required result the work of W.D. Neumann can make the process more e3cient
and reduce the number of cases to check. In Section 3.2 we brieNy discuss this.
3.1. Discussion of the algorithm
Assume p; q :C2 → C are two polynomials and we wish to check whether or not
they are equivalent. The main steps are:
1. For p, 7nd a chain of polynomial automorphisms which results in a polynomial,
say Pp, of minimal degree.
2. For q, 7nd a chain of polynomial automorphisms which results in a polynomial, say
Pq, of minimal degree.
3. Find a chain of polynomial automorphisms between Pp and Pq if this exists.
In Step 1 we wish to 7nd a chain of basic automorphisms to reduce the degree of p.
Looking at the Newton polygon for p there are four possibilities:
(i) There are one or more line segments of slope −k1¡ − k2¡ · · ·¡ − kt , kj ∈ N,
with leftmost points (mi; ni); i = 1; : : : ; t satisfying mi¡N0=2 where N0 = degp0.
(ii) There are one or more line segments of slope −1=k1¿−1=k2¿ · · ·¿−1=kt , kj ∈
N, with rightmost points (mi; ni); i=1; : : : ; t satisfying ni¡N0=2 where N0=degp0.
(iii) There is a line segment of slope −1.
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(iv) There is none of the above.
(i) and (ii) cannot occur together, but either (i) and (iii) or (ii) and (iii) may occur
in conjunction.
In case (iv) we have a polynomial of minimal degree.
We try each of (a), (b) and (c) below in turn in order to 7nd polynomials of lower
degree which are equivalent to p.
(a) We 7rst look for a linear automorphism to apply to p. If there is a line segment
of slope −1 in the upper Newton polygon for p, we take the terms in p corresponding
to this line segment, say
p1(x; y) =
∑
+=deg p
bxy
and solve
p1(x; y) = 0:
Possible linear automorphisms arise from the solution of this. For a solution ax+by=0
we try the linear automorphisms
(x; y) → (x − by=a; y)
or
(x; y) → (x; y − ax=b):
Thus there are a 7nite number of choices based on the factors of the terms in p1.
We try each possible linear automorphism in turn, which gives a 7nite number of
polynomials (including p itself) to try in stages (b) and (c) below.
(b) Let p∗ be one of the polynomials found in (a). We consider the upper Newton
polygon for p∗. If we have line segments as in (i) or (ii), we try to 7nd a candidate
for an automorphism, f say, which reduces the degree of p∗. Assume we have case
(i). (Case (ii) is the same with x and y reversed.) From Theorem 2.1 we know that
if a polynomial automorphism reduces the degree of p∗ we can 7nd one of the form
(x; y) → (x + g(y); y) = (x + a0 + a1y + a2y2 + · · ·+ akyk ; y)
with ak 	= 0 and k= kj for one of j= k1; : : : ; kt . Starting with k1 we try each kj in turn
looking for one which works. Put p∗ in the form
p∗(x; y) = p1(x; y) +
∑
k1+¡d
bxy;
where
p1(x; y) = bm+l;nxmyn
∏
i
(x + c1iyk1 )li
and k1m+ k1l+ n= d,
∑
i li = l. From Lemma 2.9 we know that
degp1 ◦ f≤degp∗ = N; say:
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Thus the candidates for the highest degree term in g(y) are
c1iyk1
such that
n+ k1m+ k1l− k1l1i + l1i≤d:
If no such i exists we know deg g 	= k1 and try k2. If such an i exists we apply the
automorphism
f1 : (x; y) → (x − c1iyk1 ; y);
to p∗. If degp∗ ◦f1¡degp∗, f1 is the highest degree term of the 7rst member of our
chain. We then move onto stage (c). If not consider the Newton polygon for p∗ ◦f1.
There may be line segments of slope −s1;−s2; · · ·− sr with −k1¡− s1¡− s2¡ · · ·¡
− sr¡− 1 in the upper Newton polygon. If there are no such line segments we move
onto the line segment in the upper Newton polygon of p∗ of slope −k2. If there are
such line segments we look at each line segment of slope −si in turn and try to 7nd
an f2 such that
(x; y) → (x + cysi ; y)
for some c ∈ C and some i = 1; : : : ; r so that f1 ◦ f2 is a suitable component of f.
Similar considerations apply as in 7nding f1. We continue in this manner until we
have either found the leading terms in a degree reducing polynomial automorphism, in
which case we move to stage (c), or until all possibilities are exhausted. In this case
we try the next p∗.
(c) If we are able to 7nd the leading term(s) of a non-a3ne simple automorphism
which reduces the degree of p∗ we look for the other terms in the polynomial. That is,
we search for an automorphism, f∗ say, which leaves the degree of p∗ ◦ f the same
using the same technique as in (b) except that in this case we look for the missing
terms in of g(y)=a1y+a2y2 + · · ·+akyk . (We take a0 =0.) There may be more than
one possibility. For each possibility we 7nd the resultant polynomial, p∗ ◦ f ◦ f∗ and
try to 7nd the next automorphism in the chain as in (a) and (b).
If we try all possibilities resulting from (a)–(c) and we are unable to reduce the
degree further we conclude that we have a polynomial of minimal degree. We then
repeat the procedure for q. Once we have found the two polynomials of minimal degree,
say Pp and Pq, we compare their degrees. If the degrees are di2erent we conclude the
two polynomials are not equivalent. Otherwise we embark on Step 3.
Assume we have two polynomials Pp; Pq : C2 → C of identical minimal degree. We
attempt to 7nd an automorphism, h, say such that Pp ◦ h= Pq. The approach depends on
the number of points at in7nity. Ref. [2] describes the association between the points
at in7nity where the 7bres Pp(x; y)= t meet the line at in7nity, z=0, in the closure of
C2, CP2, and the upper Newton polygon. The facts relevant to the algorithm are:
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(i) Line segments in the upper Newton polygon of slope of less than −1 or of
in7nite slope correspond to the point at in7nity x = 0. (There may also be some
positively sloped line segments corresponding to this point, but these do not a2ect
the algorithm.)
(ii) Line segments in the upper Newton polygon of slope of more than −1 or of
zero slope correspond to the point at in7nity y = 0. (There may also be some
positively sloped line segments corresponding to this point, but these do not a2ect
the algorithm.)
(iii) Each factor ax+by of the terms in p associated with a line segment of slope −1
in the upper Newton polygon corresponds to the point at in7nity ax + by = 0.
The 7rst stage in 7nding an automorphism is to 7nd other candidates for Pp. The
main aim of steps (a) and (b) below is to 7nd all polynomials of minimal degree
equivalent to p with the same points at in7nity as Pq. From Theorem 2.8 we know that,
at this stage, we are searching for chains of basic automorphisms of the form
non-a3ne simple; linear
or
linear; non-a3ne simple; linear
or
linear; non-a3ne simple:
(a) For both Pp and Pq, if there is just one point at in7nity we make this x=0. If there
are two or more points at in7nity we make two of the points x=0 and y=0. To
7nd the possibilities we look at the factors of terms in Pp and Pq which correspond
to any line segment of slope −1 in their respective upper Newton polygons. If
such a factor is ax + by we use the automorphism
(x; y) → (x − b=ay; y)
or
(x; y) → (x; y − a=bx);
to send this point at in7nity to x=0 or y=0, respectively. We take the result for
Pq and call this q1. For Pp we look at every possible way of choosing the points at
in7nity to be mapped to x=0 and y=0. For n points at in7nity there are n(n−1)
choices. As each polynomial is found look at Steps (d)–(h) below. Denote the
set of polynomials resulting from the permutations as S&.
(b) For each p1 ∈ S& we look for non-a3ne automorphisms which do not change
its degree. To identify possible automorphisms we look for line segments in the
Newton polygons for each p1 which have the characteristics described in Lemma
2.6. To construct the automorphism we use the same algorithm as in the reduction
of degree step. There will be a 7nite number of possibilities. For each polynomial
found try steps (d)–(h) below. Denote the set of all polynomials which result
from the automorphisms found by S'.
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(c) We repeat (a) for each polynomial in S'. For each polynomial found we look
at steps (d)–(g) below. Denote the set of all polynomials which result from the
automorphisms found by S(. Put Sp = S& ∪ s' ∪ S(.
(d) Let p1 ∈ Sp. Compare the points at in7nity of p1 and q1. If p1 has the same
number of points at in7nity as q1 go to step (e), otherwise 7nd a new p1.
We 7rst outline the procedure where both polynomials have more than one point at
in7nity.
(e) Let p1 be a polynomial in Sp. Compare the upper Newton polygons for p1 and
q1. If the negatively sloped line segments are di2erent, then try for another p1.
(f) If the negatively sloped line segments are identical, compare the terms correspond-
ing to each line segment in the upper Newton polygons of p1 and q1. If these
are not the same, look for a diagonal automophism which takes the terms corre-
sponding to each line segment in p1 to the terms corresponding to the matched
line segment in q1. If this is not possible try another p1.
(g) If all the terms match for all negatively sloped line segments in the upper Newton
polygons, check for translations by deciding whether
p1(x + s; y + t) = q1(x; y)
has any solutions. This equation gives a 7nite number of polynomial equations.
If there is a solution, then p and q are equivalent. If not try another p1.
(h) If all possible candidates for p1 have been exhausted and we have not succeeded
in 7nding an automorphism then p and q are not equivalent.
For one point at in7nity the upper Newton polygons for p1 and q1 may only have
line segments which are of slope less than −1, in7nite or positive slope.
We follow the same procedure as for more than one point at in7nity except that
(g) needs to be modi7ed as there are non-a3ne simple type I automorphisms that
may leave the upper Newton polygon unchanged and the terms in the polynomial
corresponding to this also unchanged. If the largest negative slope of the line segments
in the upper Newton polygons is −r=s then
(x; y) → (x + a0 + a1y + · · ·+ akyk ; y)
for k¡r=s leaves the upper Newton polygon unchanged. Thus at the stage where one
tries to construct a translation in the case of more than one point at in7nity, one must
try to solve p1 ◦ h= q1 where h is such that
(x; y) → (x + a0 + a1(y) + · · ·+ ak(y)k ; y + b0):
This again results in a 7nite number of polynomial equations to solve. If these have a
solution p and q are equivalent.
Remark. In some contexts we are interested in showing that two polynomials are
related by an automorphism in C as well as in C2; that is, deciding whether there
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exists g : C→ C and f : C2 → C2 so that
p ◦ f = g ◦ q:
If so we need to make comparisons with uq1(x; y) in step (f) and uq1(x; y)+ v in step
(g) rather than with q1(x; y).
3.2. A more e8cient algorithm
Neumann [5] has constructed a topological invariant of polynomials, the minimal
RPI (reverse Puiseux inequalities) splice diagram. This diagram gives a representation
of the links at in7nity of the 7bres of a polynomial and it is easy to see when two
such diagrams are equivalent. This diagram is a topological invariant of equivalent
polynomials [5,6].
We can use the splice diagram of [5] to modify the algorithm in Section 3.1 so
that the number of cases to check is reduced. On pp. 470–479 of [5] many of the
results needed for this modi7cation are proved and some of the steps are detailed.
Further details of the modi7ed algorithm are given in [7] and are described fully in
my forthcoming Ph.D. Thesis. However, the following list gives an outline of where
the splice diagrams of p and q can help make the algorithm more e3cient:
1. Check whether p and q indeed have the same minimal splice diagram. If not, they
are not equivalent polynomials.
2. Reduce the number of possible degrees of the non-a3ne type I and II simple auto-
morphisms to be tried at each stage.
3. By encoding additional information on the splice diagrams we can reduce the list
of non-a3ne type I and II simple automorphisms of a given degree to be tried at
each stage.
4. We can use the non-minimal splice diagrams found in the process of obtaining the
minimal splice diagrams to indicate where, in the chain of automorphisms, linear
automorphisms may occur.
3.3. An example
The following example illustrates the procedure described in Section 3.1. Consider
the polynomials
p(x; y) = x(x − y2 − (x − y − y2)2 + (y − (x − y − y2)2)2)
and
q(x; y) = x(x − y2 + (x − y − y2)2 + (y + (x − y − y2)2)2):
While q and p are both degree 9 polynomials with similar characteristics, it is not
clear whether or not they are equivalent. In fact, by working through the algorithm we
7nd that the lowest degree automorphism linking p and q is of degree 8.
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We start by trying to 7nd a chain of alternating degree reducing simple automor-
phisms and linear automorphisms to act on p. The Newton polygon for p is
There are no line segments of slope −1 in the upper Newton polygon of p but there
is a line segment of slope −2 with leftmost point
(; ): = 1¡
9
2
=
degp
2
:
Therefore, we start by looking for a simple type I automorphism. We can reorder the
terms in p(x; y) as follows:
p(x; y) = xy8 − 4x2y6 + 6x3y4 − 4x4y2 + x5 +
∑
2+¡10
xy:
Now
xy8 − 4x2y6 + 6x3y4 − 4x4y2 + x5
factors as
x(x − y2)4:
There is only one relevant factor, x−y2, so we try the degree reducing automorphism
f1 : (x; y) → (x + y2; y);
obtaining
p1(x; y) = p(f1(x; y)) = (x + y2)(x − (x − y)2 + (y − (x − y)2)2):
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As degp1 = 6¡9 = degp, we take f1 to be the 7rst automorphism in our chain. The
Newton polygon for p1 is
We look at the terms in p1(x; y) corresponding to the points on the line segment of
slope −1 to 7nd possible linear automorphisms. The terms are
x2y4 − 4x3y3 + 6x4y2 − 4x5y + x6 = x2(y − x)2:
There are two choices based on the factors of the terms corresponding to the line
segment:
f21 : (x; y) → (x + y; y)
and
f22 : (x; y) → (x; y + x):
The two resulting polynomials and their respective Newton polygons are
p21(x; y) = p1(f21(x; y)) = (x + y + y2)(x + y − x2 + (y − x2)2)
and
p22(x; y) = p1(f22(x; y)) = (x + (x + y)2)(x − y2 + (x + y − y2)2):
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The 7rst of these Newton polygons does not contain any line segment satisfying the
conditions necessary to 7nd a degree reducing automorphism. The second has a line
segment of slope −2 with leftmost point (2; 4) satisfying
2¡
degp22
2
=
6
2
:
The terms in p22 corresponding to this line segment are
x2y4 − 2x3y2 + x4 = x2(x − y2)2:
Given the factor x − y2, there is only one possible degree reducing automorphism,
f3 : (x; y) → (x + y2; y):
We obtain the polynomial
p3(x; y) = p22(f3(x; y)) = (x + (x + y)2)(x + y2 + (x + y + y2)2):
This has the same Newton polygon as p22 and degp3 = degp22: There are no other
possible degree reducing automorphisms to apply so we conclude that p1, p21, p22
and p3 are four minimal degree polynomials which are equivalent to p.
We now try to 7nd automorphisms to reduce the degree of
q(x; y) = x(x − y2 + (x − y − y2)2 + (y + (x − y − y2)2)2):
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The Newton polygon for q is
There is a line segment in the upper Newton polygon of slope −2 with leftmost point
(1; 8) and
1¡
9
2
=
deg q
2
:
The terms corresponding to this line segment are
xy8 − 4x2y6 + 6x3y4 − 4x4y2 + x5 = x(x − y2)4:
We try the automorphism
g1 : (x; y) → (x + y2; y)
obtaining
q1(x; y) = q(g1(x; y)) = (x + y2)(x + (x − y)2 + (y + (x − y)2)2):
The Newton polygon for q1 is
and deg q1 = 6¡deg q. Thus, we move onto the next step of the algorithm and search
for a linear automorphism to apply to q1. The line segment of slope −1 in the Newton
polygon has terms which factor to
y2(x − y)4:
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Therefore, there are two possible linear automorphisms to try:
g21 : (x; y) → (x + y; y)
and
g22 : (x; y) → (x; y + x);
resulting in
q21(x; y) = q2(g21(x; y)) = (x + y + y2)(x + y + x2 + (y + x2)2)
and
q22(x; y) = q2(g22(x; y)) = (x + (x + y)2)(x + y2 + (x + y + y2)2):
The Newton polygons for these are
and
respectively. We see that the latter matches with the Newton polygons for p22 and p3
and inspection shows that q22 = p3. Thus, we conclude that p and q are equivalent
with
q= p ◦ f1 ◦ f22 ◦ f3 ◦ g−122 ◦ g−11 :
The automorphism f : C2 → C2 de7ned by
(x; y) → (x − y2 + (y − x + y2)2 + (y + (y − x + y2)2)2; y + (y − x + y2))
is such that p ◦ f = q where f = f1 ◦ f22 ◦ f3 ◦ g−122 ◦ g−11 .
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